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Abstract: In this review paper we discuss fatgraphs as a conceptual framework for RNA structures. We dis-
cuss various notions of coarse-grained RNA structures and relate them to fatgraphs. Wemotivate and discuss
the main intuition behind the fatgraph model and showcase its applicability to canonical as well as non-
canonical base pairs. Recent discoveries regarding novel recursions of pseudoknotted (pk) configurations as
well as their translation into context-free grammars for pk-structures are discussed. This is shown to allow
for extending the concept of partition functions of sequences w.r.t. a fixed structure having non-crossing arcs
to pk-structures. We discuss minimum free energy folding of pk-structures and combine these above results
outlining how to obtain an inverse folding algorithm for PK structures.
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1 Introduction
RNA molecules are polymers in nucleotides guanine (G), uracil (U), adenine (A) and cytosine (C). They are
essential not only in the production of proteins from genes in DNA (coding RNA) but also as noncoding RNA
molecules which have diverse functions in living organisms such as translation of proteins in the ribosome,
gene regulation and as enzymes [16, 23]. The first noncoding RNAmolecules to be discoveredwere ribozymes.
Thesemoleculeswork as enzymes andwere discovered by Cech andAltman in the early 1980s [2, 11]. This dis-
covery supported the RNAWorld Hypothesis [26] that the earliest forms of life relied solely on RNAmolecules
for both the storage of genetic material and the catalysis of chemical reactions. Other types of noncoding
RNA include transfer RNA (tRNAs) that provide a physical link between messenger RNA and the amino acids
of the resulting protein, long noncoding RNA and small nuclear RNA snoRNA. In fact only one fifth of the
transcription in the human genome comes from genes that encode proteins [35].

The main difference between RNA and DNA, apart from the existence of the nucleotide U instead of T
(thymine), is that RNA is mostly single stranded and hence its nucleotides can form bonds with each other.
This results in the molecule folding to form a 3-dimensional structure. The function of a noncoding RNA
molecule is determined by this 3-dimensional spatial configuration, called the tertiary structure. Therefore
determining this structure i.e. measuring the coordinates of each atom in the molecule at near Ångstrom
resolution is of utmost importance. In Figure 1 we see a depiction of this three dimensional structure of the
yeast phenylalanine transfer RNA.

The experimental determination of RNA tertiary structure uses techniques such as X-ray crystallography
[31] and NMR [45]. These methods are expensive and time consuming; for example crystallization of RNA is
challenging because of its flexibility. Therefore one is interested in the algorithmic prediction of RNA struc-
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Figure 1: The tertiary structure of the yeast phenylalanine tRNA with PDB ID 1EHZ. The three dimensional structure of this
molecule was determined in [70]. Graphics generated using NGL [66, 67].

ture. There are currently several programs available for predicting RNA 3D structure such as MC-fold [53],
Vfold [81], FARNA [18], etc. See [40] for a more comprehensive list. However the existing algorithms are com-
putationally expensive and don’t yield precise results [40, Chapter 4]. For this reasonmost of the effort in the
prediction of RNA structure has been focused on predicting the coarse-grained RNA structure. This means
that instead of the coordinates of each one of the many atoms in each base one is interested in determin-
ing the position of one or more precisely defined points in each nucleotide such as the center of mass or the
positions of a few specific atoms.
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Figure 2: Examples of RNA secondary structures with and without crossings and their associated graphs

An even simpler structural measure is given by the secondary structure of RNA [4, 79]. Note that both the
tertiary and coarse-grained structure of RNA are concerned with how the molecule embeds into the space.
The secondary structure on the other hand is only concerned with knowing which bases pair with which. As
such it can be presented as an abstract graph (i.e. one that does not come with an embedding into space).
The nodes of this graph are the bases and edges are either given by the covalent bonds in the backbone or the
base pairs between distant bases. Two examples of such structures are given in Fig. 2. Secondary structure is
much simpler than the tertiary one but it still retains a great deal of information about molecule’s structure.
In the literature the term secondary structure is usually used for the structures in whose graph, the edges do
not intersect, i.e. noncrossing structures, but in this article we use this term to refer to any graph of pairings
between bases.
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The graph presentation of RNA structure [73] has become a ubiquitous tool in studying RNA. However in
recent years it has been noted that this presentation can be further enhanced into a fatgraph [7, 55] (Fig. 5).
Recall that secondary structure is a coarse-grained one inwhich each base is regarded as a point. An interme-
diate step between this and an all atom model of RNA is to consider the geometry of different types of bonds
between bases. The most stable type of bonds between RNA bases are the Watson-Crick bonds A-U and C-G.
However there is a variety of noncanonical base pairs that can be formed between nucleotides. Geometrically
each nucleotide is modeled by a triangle whose three edges are distinguished as the Watson-Crick edge, the
Hoogsteen edge and the sugar edge. Each side of one base can possibly bond with any side of another [39].
See Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Twelve different types of noncanonical base pairs and the ribbons associated to them in the fatgraph. The labels W-
C, SUG and H denote the Watson-Creek, Hoogsteen and sugar edges of the nucleotide, see section 4 for details. The first row
shows the cis base pairs and their associated straight ribbon. The second row depicts the trans base pairs and their associated
twisted ribbon.

Accordingly one can enhance the graph node associated to a base into a triangle implying that the edges
can also be enhances into ribbons. This turns out to be a useful byproduct since the bonds between two
edges can be either in the cis or trans orientation and this can be encoded by the representing ribbons being
straight or twisted. An enhanced graphwhose edges are given by ribbons that can be either twisted or straight
is called ribbon graph or a fatgraph [57]. In Fig. 4 we present two examples of ribbon graphs associated to
RNA structures with noncanonical base pairs.
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Figure 4: A: The three edges of a nucleotide base in cis and trans orientations. B: For a trans base pair the associated edge in
the fatgraph is twisted. C: For a cis base pair the ribbon is untwisted.

Even when considering bases as simple points, fatgraphs are still relevant to RNA structure. One can
draw the backbone of the secondary structure on the x-axis and the arcs in the upper half plane. This way we
get a counterclockwise order on the edges incident on each vertex which we can use to traverse the graph.
The loopswe get in such traversal are the same as the (hairpin, bulge,multi-, etc. ) loops in the RNA structure.
It can be easily seen (see Section 4) that a graph with a cyclic order on the the edges incident on each vertex
is equivalent to a ribbon graph. This presentation (with bases as single points) is useful in studying and
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predicting pseudoknotted structures as we will see below.

Pseudoknots are RNA structure motives that involve base pairs between bases that are neither nested nor
concatenated [10, 14, 69, 80]. Thismeans that the contact structure of a pseudoknotted (PK for short) structure
contains arcs that cross each other. They were, and still are, mostly ignored because

i. the vast majority of experimentally determined RNA structures do not involve pseudoknots and
ii. predicting and even classifying pseudoknotted structures is theoretically and computationally much

more demanding compared to noncrossing structures.

In fact RNA secondary structure prediction problem with generalized pseudoknots, where the energy
function depends on adjacent base pairs, is NP-hard [1, 44]. For this reason, commonly used RNA secondary
structure prediction tools, including mfold [82], Vienna RNA [30] and NUPAK [21] exclude pseudoknots.

However the importance of PK structures is becoming increasingly more evident. Pseudoknots are for
example functionally important in tRNAs [43], telomerase RNA [72], and ribosomal RNAs [37]. The prediction
of RNA pseudoknotted structures can be seen as an intermediate between secondary and tertiary structure
prediction. In vitro selection experiments have produced pseudoknotted RNA families that bind to the HIV-1
reverse transcriptase [75].

There have been attempts to use the number of crossings to filter the set of PK structures compatible with
a given sequence [63]. However determining the class of structures that the algorithm recognizes is not easy
and in fact in the case of [63] this class was characterized in a subsequent paper [64]. Another issue with this
approach is that a set of parallel arcs intersecting another arc can result in a high number of crossings but
this does not result in a more complicated structure.

1
2
3 4

5
6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 5: A fatgraph and its associated surface which has genus one

Fatgraphs turn out to be a powerful framework to describe PK structures. In particular they come with a
new numerical invariant called genus, i.e. the number of holes in the ribbon surface associated to it. Figure
5 depicts a fatgraph and its associated surface having genus one. Genus can be simply expressed in terms of
the number of the vertices, edges and boundary components of the fatgraph, see Section 4 for details. One
can use genus to filter the set of PK structures, in other words use genus as a measure of the complexity of
such a structure. As opposed to the number of crossings, genus is not changed when we collapse a stack.

The first application of genus to the study of PK structures was given in [7]. The authors study databases
of RNA structures and show that even for large RNAmolecules of about 3 kilobases the genus remains smaller
than 18but for randomsequenceshaving the same length it cangoup to400. In [3] the authorsuse the relation
between fatgraphs and themoduli space of Riemann surfaces [54] to compute the generating function for the
number of fatgraphs with a given genus and minimum number of parallel arcs. This is used to imply the
existence of neutral networks of distinct molecules with the same structures of any genus.

However neither of these two papers provide a grammar for decomposing irreducible (primitive) pseudo-
knots. This task was first done in [59]. In that paper genus is used to obtain a recursion and hence a (multiple
context free) grammar for decomposing PK structures. One important contribution of that paper is defining
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the right class of PK structures, called 𝛾-structures, whose numbers are manageable for a given genus. These
are PK structures without parallel arcs (called shadows) all whose irreducible components have genus ≤ 𝛾.
A shadow is called irreducible if for each two arcs in it there is a sequence of mutually intersecting arcs from
one to the other.

It is shown in [59] that there are finitely many irreducible 𝛾-structures for a given 𝛾. It is also shown that
there are exactly four irreducible 1-structures. Then a grammar for decomposing any 1-structure is given.
As a result, a 1-structure can have arbitrarily high genus (and the number of crossings) but it is composed
of blocks of small complexity. The resulting DP algorithm and software gfold can fold an RNA sequence of
length N in O(N6) time.

In a recent work of Huang and Reidys [32] a genus recursion due to Chapuy [12] is used to obtain a con-
text free grammar (CFG) for decomposing any PK structure. Chapuy’s method adeptly finds vertices (called
trisections) at which the genus of a fatgraph is located. These are the vertices at which the order on the edges
coming from the cyclic order and the one coming from the traversal of the boundary do not match. Chapuy
introduces a slicing operation on such vertices that decreases genus by at least one. There is also the inverse
operation of gluing of vertices which increases genus. These operations are employed to obtain a combinato-
rial recursion for the number of fatgraphswith a given genus and number of edges, having only one boundary
component.

The algorithm of Huang and Reidys uses this recursion to convert any PK structure (which has nonzero
genus) to a noncrossing one (which has genus zero) together with a labeling of its arcs. The labeling can be
used to re-obtain the PK structure. The resulting noncrossing structure depends on a choice of trisections
and in it the backbone is permuted. CFG’s are simpler than MCFG’s and so the passage from MCFG to CFG
has implications for time and space complexity. Thus it is conceivable that a folding algorithm based on [32]
would be more efficient.

Inverse folding involves finding an RNA sequence that folds into a given structure S. It is useful in design-
ing synthetic RNAmolecules such as new drugs [30]. Even though local search algorithms for inverse folding
noncrossing structures have been around for a while [8, 29, 30], such algorithms for PK structures are new
[25]. The difficulty again arises from decomposing a PK structure into simple pieces. The local search inverse
folding algorithms are comprised of two steps. The first step involves finding a heuristically suitable seed
sequence to initiate the search and the second a walk in sequence space that takes one closer and closer to
a candidate sequence. In [8] the seed is taken to be the sequence σ for which the energy E(σ, S) is minimal
(called the MFE sequence).

The first inverse folding algorithm for PK structures was given in [25]. It uses a random sequence as seed
and is able to inverse fold PK structures with at most two mutually crossing arcs. In Section 4.3 we outline
upcoming work in which we use the novel grammar of [32] to obtain an algorithm that can find the MFE
sequence for a given PK structure. This will in turn be utilized by a stochastic local search algorithm, similar
to the one in [8], to inverse fold such a PK structure.

Global search algorithms for inverse folding, also called Inverse sampling [62], involve assigning proba-
bilities to the sequences compatiblewith a given structure S as how likely they are to fold into S. The grammar
of [32] makes it possible to extend inverse sampling to PK structures.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we recall the basic notions and terminology in RNA secondary structure folding.
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2.1 RNA secondary structures

An RNA molecule consists of a sequence of nucleotides A, U, C and G. These nucleotides can form Watson-
Crick A-U, C-G as well as wobble G-U base pairs. RNA nucleotides can form noncanonical base pairs as well
(Section 4) however for the purpose of RNA secondary structure prediction they are usually ignored. These
base pairsmake the RNAmolecule fold into a 3-dimensional shape and this shape is essential to the functions
of the RNA molecule.

Since an RNA molecule is directed, from the 3’ to the 5’ end, bases can be enumerated from 1 to N and
hence a base pair can be represented by a pair (i, j) where j > i. Geometrically a secondary structure can be
represented by its nucleoltides as points on the x-axis and the base pairs as arcs in the upper half plane. This
representation is called a contact structure [60].

We say a structure S is the concatenation of two substructures S1, S2 if each arc in S belongs to one of S1
or S2 and there is a base k such that the arcs of S1 are on one side of k and the same for S2. Similarly S is the
result of nesting S1 in S2 if all the arcs in S1 are underneath a single arc in S2.

A contact structure is called noncrossing if none of the arcs in it intersect or in other words if there are
no base pairs (i, j), (k, l) such that i < j < k < l. Structures which contain intersecting arcs are called pseudo-
knotted (PK).

2.2 Folding noncrossing structures

For a given RNA sequence there are exponentially many secondary strcuctures compatible with it [68] and
therefore a naive approach to finding the MFE structure would be computationally impossible, even for se-
quences of moderate length. The dynamical programming (DP) approach to folding [51] uses the fact that
structures can be nested in one another and that the energy is additive w.r.t. the nesting of structures. So a
recursion that can exhaustively express secondary structures as combinations of simpler ones can be used
together with DP to obtain an algorithm for finding MFE or computing the partition function.

It is easy to see that a noncrossing structure can be recursively decomposed into the concatenation and
nesting of its constituent arcs. Conversely for a givenN all such structures can be obtained in polynomial time
by nesting and concatenating simpler structures [71]. This can be formalized using the language of context
free grammars (CFG’s). Recall that a CFG consists of sets V , Σ of nonterminal resp. terminal symbols and a
set R of production rules which are maps from V to (V ∪ Σ)*. Here * is the Kleene star and denotes the set of
all words in the alphabet given by V ∪ Σ.

For RNA secondary structures the grammar goes back to the work of Smith and Waterman [71]. The non-
terminal symbols are L and S which respectively denote a structure with a rainbow arc (maximal arc) and an
arbitrary structure. The production rules are given by

S → LS | • S | ϵ
L → aSb

where a and b denote the bases of an arc, • denotes an unpaired base and t is the empty structurewithout
any crossings. These production rules are depicted in Figure 6.

3 Fatgraphs
In this section we recall the basic theory of fatgraphs.
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Figure 6: The grammar for decomposing secondary structures without crossings

3.1 Basic facts

The contact structure from a secondary structure has an additional structure i.e. a cyclic counterclockwise
order on the edges incident on each vertex. This order comes from the orientation of the plane. A graph that
is equipped with a cyclic order on the edges incident on each vertex is called a fatgraph. More details on the
concepts and proofs presented in this and the next subsection can be found in e.g. [38] and [57].

To be precise the cyclic order < has to be defined on half edges in the graph. This is because if two (possibly
identical) vertices u, v share edges e, e′ then e and e′ may appear in different orders on u compared to v. For
example on the left hand side of Figure 7 the edge 2 comes before the edge 3 in the counterclockwise order
however the other halves of these two edges, i.e. 7 and 8 come in reverse order. Let H be the set of half edges
in a fatgraph G so the cardinality of H is twice the number of edges in G.

To a fatgraph G we can associate a surface S in a canonical way. It is obtained by thickening the edges of
the fatgraph into ribbons and the vertices into discs. The order < on the half edges is used to resolve the sin-
gularity when the ribbons associated to two edges meet. Equivalently, S can be characterized by the fact that
G is embedded in it in such a way that it doesn’t intersect itself and the cyclic order on its edges is compatible
with the orientation of the surface [57].

Despite their topological nature, fatgraphs can be described combinatorially and concisely by a pair of
permutations [12]. Recall that a permutation on the set {1, . . . , n} is a one to one and onto function f from
the set to itself. A cycle of f for an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is given by (i, f (i), f (f (i)), . . . , f k(i)) such that k ≤ n and
f k+1(i) = i. Cycles are considered up to cyclic rearrangement of their elements and each permutation f can be
decomposed as a product of its cycles. This decomposition is unique up to conjugation and permutation of
the cycles.

For each vertex v let e1 < e2 < · · · < ek be the half edges incident on it, ordered by the cyclic order <.
We can consider the cyclic permutation (e1, e2, . . . , ek) from which we can recover the cyclic order around
v. Composing these permutations for all the vertices in G we get a permutation on H which we denote by σ.
Note that since each half edge is incident on only one vertex, it appears in only one of the cyclic permutations
that make σ so the order in which we compose the cycles is immaterial. It is easy to see that each vertex in G
corresponds to a cycle in σ. For half edges incident on a vertex of degree n we have

e ≤ e′ ⇔ ∃ k < n σk(e) = e′. (1)

To be able to recover G, in addition to σ we need to specify which half edge pairs with which. This can be
done with an additional permutation α on H which sends each half edge to its couple and vice versa. So α
is fixed-point free and satisfies α2 = α. In this way each fatgraph G can be represented combinatorially by
the triple (H, σ, α). The composition 𝛾 := α ∘ σ is a permutation on H whose cycles give us the boundary
components of the surface associated to G [38]. By abuse of terminology we call these boundary components
the boundary components of G itself.

Example 3.1. For example for the fatgraph in Figure 5 we have H = {1, 2, . . . , 16},

α = (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16),

σ = (3, 1)(7, 5, 4)(9, 2, 8)(13, 11, 10)(15, 6, 14)(12, 16).
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Here we have written the cycles of σ so that the i’th cycle from left denotes the i’th vertex of the fatgraph. We
have 𝛾 = α ∘ σ = (1, 4, 8, 10, 14, 16, 11, 9)(2, 7, 6, 13, 12, 15, 5, 3) so the surface associated to this fatgraph
has two boundary components.

The set of fatgraphs enjoys a duality map called Poincare Duality [60]. The Poincare dual of the fatgraph
G = (H, σ, α) is given by G′ = (H, α ∘ σ, α). As Poincare duality swaps σ with 𝛾, the vertices of G (cycles of σ)
are in a 1-1 correspondence with the boundary components of G′ (cycles of 𝛾) and the boundary components
of G are in bijection with the vertices of G′. Also because α2 = id, we have (G′)′ = G. In Figure 7 you can see
an example of this duality.
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Figure 7: (A): a fatgraph represented by permutations. We have σ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, , 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), the unique vertex obtained
by collapsing the backbone, α = (1, 10)(2, 5)(3, 8)(4, 7)(6, 9) the fixed-point free involution representing the ribbons, and
𝛾 = (1, 5, 9)(2, 8, 6, 4)(3, 7)(10). (B) We consider the σ′ = 𝛾 = (1, 5, 9)(2, 8, 6, 4)(3, 7)(10) as vertices. (C): Connecting half-
edges by ribbons following the fix-point free involution α = (1, 10)(2, 5)(3, 8)(4, 7)(6, 9), we construct the Poincaré dual (A).
The dual interchanges the boundary components by vertices, hence producing a unicellular map.

Fatgraphs which have only one boundary component, are called unicellular maps. By construction the
Poincare dual of a unicellular map has only one vertex. In the case of the contact structure of an RNA sec-
ondary structure if we collapse the backbone into a point we get a fatgraph with only one vertex and hence
its Poincare dual will be a unicellular map. See Fig. 8. This unicellular map is what we mean by the fatgraph
associated to an RNA secondary structure.

Figure 8: Collapsing the backbone into a single vertex. The Poincare dual of the resulting fatgraph is a unicellular map.

For a unicellular map, the permutation 𝛾 consists of only one cycle and hence it induces a cyclic order
<𝛾 on H which gives a traversal of all the half-edges. This order can be made into a linear order by choosing
a root edge. For an RNA secondary structure this edge is chosen to be the rainbow arc which is given by the
pair (1, N). If this arc does not exist in the structure it is added as a virtual base pair.
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3.2 Genus as a measure of complexity

One of the main advantages of fatgraphs over ordinary graphs is that they come with a new numerical in-
variant i.e. the genus of the surface associated to them. Any orientable surface is topologically equivalent to
the connected sum of a number of tori [28] and this number is called the genus of the surface. So genus is
roughly speaking the number of holes (but not punctures) in the surface. The Euler characteristic of a fat-
graph G with v vertices, e edges and r boundary components is defined to be χ(G) = v − e + r and from the
equivalence of simplicial and singular homology [28] we know that the Euler characteristic is related to genus
by χ(G) = 2 − 2g. So we have

g(G) = 1 + 1
2(e − v − r). (2)

Since Poincare duality swaps vertices with boundary components v ↔ r and preserves the number of the
edges, it preserves genus.

In the previous subsection we associated to each RNA secondary structure a unicellular map. We call
the genus of this unicellular map, the genus of the secondary structure. Because the plane has genus zero,
a planar fatgraph has genus zero too. So each noncrossing secondary structure has genus zero, because it is
embedded into the plane. So we can use genus as a measure of the complexity of a PK structure. In the rest
of this section we will see how genus is useful in obtaining a recursion for decomposing PK structure into
simpler ones.

One advantage of genus as a measure of complexity is that, unlike other measures such as the number
of crossings, it is invariant under collapsing stacks [59]. This is important because computing the energy of
helices is less demanding. This means that if we have a set of parallel arcs in a structure and we remove all
but one of them, genus is unchanged. The structure obtained from S by collapsing all the stacks in it is called
the shadow of S [59].

3.3 Decomposing fatgraphs

As mentioned in the last subsection, it is a well known fact in topology that if the surface associated to a
fatgraph has genus g then it can be decomposed into a connected sum of g tori [28]. If the surface in question
is the surface associated to a fatgraph then it would be useful to be able to do this decomposition in a way
that is compatible with the structure of the fatgraph itself. Thismeans finding a composition operation on the
set of fatgraphs so that all genus g fatgraphs can be expressed as compositions of fatgraphs of lower genus.
One such decomposition for unicellular maps was given by Chapuy [12] which we recall in this subsection.
In Section 4 we will see how this decomposition can be used to obtain a grammar for decomposing RNA PK
structures.

For a planar fatgraph, which by definition has genus zero, the two orders <𝛾 , < on the half-edges incident
on each vertex coincide because both of them are induced by the orientation of the plane. This means that
one can use discrepancies between these two orders to detect genus. Let G = (H, σ, α) be a unicellular map of
genus g and let e1 <σ e2 <σ e3 are three edges incident on the same vertex v that do not appear in the same
order in <𝛾 . Chapuy [12] calls such a triple of edges intertwined. He defines two operations on intertwined
edges, called slicing and gluing, which reduce or increase the genus of a fatgraph respectively.

Slicing.With the same assumptions as in the last paragraph, can write the cycle of σ corresponding to v
as

(e1, a1, . . . , ak1 , e2, b1, . . . , bk2 , e3, c1, . . . , ck3 ). (3)

Let σ′ be the permutation of H which is the same as σ except for having the cycles

(e1, a1, . . . , ak1 ), (e2, b1, . . . , bk2 ), (e3, c1, . . . , ck3 ) (4)

instead of v. The fatgraph G′ = (H, σ′, α) can easily be seen to be a unicellular map [12]. Because σ′ has two
cycles more than σ, G′ has two vertices more than G, so by formula (2) its genus is g − 1.
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10 | Fenix Huang, Christian Reidys, and Reza Rezazadegan

Gluing. This is the reverse of the slicing map. If we have three vertices in a fatgraph given by cycles
(a1, . . . , ak), (b1, . . . , bk′ ), (c1, . . . , ck′′ ) then we can take a new permutation which has the single cycle
(a1, b2, . . . , bk′ , b1, c2, . . . , ck′′ , c1, a2, . . . , ak) in place of the above three. The corresponding fatgraph is
still a unicellular map and has two vertices less than the original one so its genus is one less. See Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Gluing and slicing

A trisection is a half-edge e such that σ(e) <𝛾 e and e is not the minimum half edge of the vertex w.r.t. <𝛾 .
Chapuy proves that a unicellular map of genus g has exactly 2g trisections.
A trisection canbe sliced in a specialway. Let e3 := e be a trisection incident on a vertex v and let e1 denote the
minimumhalf-edge of v, let e2 denote the <𝛾 -minimumamong half-edges which are between e1 and e3 (w.r.t.
<σ) but larger than e3 with respect to <𝛾 . We have e1 <𝛾 e3 <𝛾 e2 and so these three edges are intertwined
and we can use them to slice v. After the slicing e now belongs to a new vertex and it may or may not be the
minimum half edge. If not it still satisfies σ′(e) <𝛾 ′ e and so is a trisection. Therefore we can iterate the above
procedure until e becomes the minimum half-edge of the vertex to which it belongs.

4 Modeling RNA structure with fatgraphs
Throughout the history of science, mathematics has been used to model natural phenomena. The purpose of
suchmodels is primarily to enable us to predict the result of a processwithout having to experiment each time.
For example calculus and the theory of Hilbert spaces were used to model classical and quantummechanics
respectively. As history tells us a model that seems to be sufficient at predicting natural processes at first may
later prove to be inefficient, as demonstrated by the example of the classical and quantum mechanics. The
purpose of amathematicalmodel for RNA is to enable us to classify and communicate RNA structure patterns
and to predict RNA folding.

The first application of fatgraphs to studying RNA was by Penner and Waterman [56] in which the au-
thors enhanced the space of secondary structures into a simplicial complex and used fatgraphs and their
relation to the Teichmüller theory of surfaces to determine its topological type. More recently Penner et al.
[55] associated a fatgraph model to proteins. They use the genus and the number of boundary components
of the fatgraphs to obtain robust descriptors for proteins.

In this section we present how fatgraphs, whose mathematical theory was presented in the last section
make it possible to efficiently classify, fold and inverse fold PK structures. We begin by describing how fat-
graphs are essential to the modeling of noncanonical base pairs in RNA.
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As mentioned in the introduction, in addition to the Watson-Creek and wobble pairs, RNA structures
exhibit a plethora of additional, non-canonical base-pairs. These base pairs mediate specific interactions re-
sponsible for RNA-RNA self-assembly andRNA-protein recognition. RNApurine andpyrimidine bases present
three edges for hydrogen-bonding interactions: the Watson-Crick edge, the Hoogsteen edge, and the Sugar
edge denoted by W-C, H and SUG respectively [39]. In this section we outline future work in which we use
fatgraphs to model noncanonical base pairs in RNA.

A given edge of one base can potentially interact in a plane with any one of the three edges of a second
base, and can do so in either cis or trans orientation of the glycosidic bonds. This gives rise to 12 basic geo-
metric types with at least two H bonds connecting the bases, see Figure 3. The canonical A-U, G-C pairs and
G-U wobble pairs belong to the cis Watson-Crick/Watson-Crick geometry. RNA folding, as well as interac-
tive three-dimensional modeling, requires keeping track of the relative orientations of the strands to which
the interacting bases belong. A triangle has two sides, for one side the three edges follow (H, SUG, W-C)
counterclockwise, and for another side the three edges follow (H, W-C, SUG) counterclockwise. A base pair
is parallel if the two triangles are on the same side and anti-parallel, otherwise. This leads to considering
non-orientable fatgraphs as detailed in Figure 4.

Roughly speaking anon-orientable fatgraph is onewhose associated surface can benon-orientable.More
precisely such a fatgraph comeswith additional information as towhether the ribbon associated to each edge
should be twisted or straight. To keep track of the boundary components of a nono-orientable fatgraph it is
preferred to consider sectors instead of ribbons. A sector is the wedge between the two ribbons incident on a
vertex and for non-orientable fatgraphs with n edges we can take the set H of cardinality 2n to be the set of
the sectors. So a possibly non-orientable fatgraph is a triple (H, σ, 𝛾) such that for each pair (e, σ(e)) there is
another pair (f , σ(f )) such that we have either

e

𝛾

��

σ // σ(e)

𝛾

��
σ(f ) fσ
oo

or
e

𝛾

��

σ // σ(e)

𝛾

��
f σ

// σ(f ).

In the first case we have an untwisted ribbon and in the second case a twisted one. See Fig. 10 for two
examples of such fatgraphs. Note that for a non-orientable fatgraph it is not true that α = 𝛾 ∘ σ−1 satisfies
α2 = id. The notion of Poincare duality can be defined for these fatgraph by swapping σ and 𝛾.

1
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Figure 10: Two examples of nonorientable fatgraphs. The plus and minus signs on sectors denote counterclockwise and clock-
wise orientations respectively.
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4.1 A context free grammar for decomposing PK structures

We saw in the subsection 3.3 that a genus g PK structure together with a blueprint is equivalent to a labeled
tree (GN , κ). The Poincare dual of this tree is a genus zero fatgraph S with one vertex which has the same
edges as the tree. So an edge e of S can be regarded as an edge of GN and to which we assign the label of its
child. Since the root of the tree is not involved in any slicing it gets the zero label. We then add the unpaired
bases to S and what we obtain is a noncrossing secondary structure with labeled arcs.

We then apply the classical grammar for secondary structures to (S, σ) to decompose the original PK
structure. Whereas the old grammar applied to arcs, the new grammar applies to labeled arcs and it either
removes an arc or reduces its label. We now describe the resulting grammar in more detail but it’s worth
mentioning that different choices of blueprints result in different labeled noncrossing structures.

This grammar has new nonterminals S(li)i(ti)i
and L(li)i(ti)i

for i = 1, . . . , N. Here li =
∑︀

σa σa|i where σa runs
over all the edge labels in the noncrossing structure GN that belong to S. We set ti = 1 if and only if the
corresponding nonterminal contains a transitional arc for i (meaning it contains an arc a such that σa|i = 1)
and ti = 0 otherwise. The new terminals are •, dσa , d′σa where • denotes an isolated base and dσa , d′σa denote
the two bases of a labeled arc.

There are two production rules in this grammar.
Decomposition: this means to decompose a nonterminal symbol S(ℓi)i(ti)i

into one left- and one right-symbol,
together with consistent labelings. This is formalized as

S(li)i(ti)i
→ ϵ | S(µi)i(pi)i

S(νi)i(qi)i
| • S(li)i(ti)i

. (5)

The new labels µi , νi , pi , qi are derived using the fact that the resulting structure must be a λ-structure i.e. a
labeled noncrossing structure obtained from a PK structure and a blueprint. Detailed formulas for these
labels are given in [32].

Arc-removal: this means to remove the outer arc, a, of the nonterminal L(ℓi)i(ti)i
. The key point here is to

provide this arc with a label, σa consistent with the label associated with the generated nonterminals.

L(li)i(ti)i
→ dσaS(li)i−σa(pi)i

d′σa (6)

Given L(li)i(ti)i
any arc-removal based production rule generates the nonterminal S(l

′
i)i

(t′i)i
, where t′i ≤ ti and

li − l′i ≤ 1. This implies for the label of the removed arc σa|h = (lh − l′h), 1 ≤ h ≤ r.
It is proved in [32] that this grammar is context free.
Slicing can be used to convert a crossing structure to a noncrossing one. Then one can apply the classic

grammar, mentioned in Section 2.2, to the latter to decompose the former. If the structure has genus g then
we will need exactly g slicing operations.

A blueprint [32] for a unicellular map G is a sequence {(Gi , hi)}i∈{0,N} of unicellular maps Gi and a
trisection hi for Gi such that G0 = G, Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by slicing the latter at hi and the genus of GN
is zero (so hN is empty). Note that N is not necessarily determined by g. Note also that all Gi have the same
number of edges.

Since GN has genus zero, it is a planar tree. We now recall from [32] a way of adding labels to the vertices
of this tree so that we can recover G from it (without having to know the other Gi in the blueprint). The labels
{κv}v are elements ofZ/2N and are assigned by backtracking the vertices through the slicings.We first assign
unreduced labels κ′v. Starting from a vertex v =: vN of GN , it descends from a unique vertex vN−1 of GN−1.
Passing from GN−1 to GN , vN−1 was either sliced or not. If so then the (N − 1)’st coordinate of κ′v would be 1
and otherwise 0. We then do the same for vN−1 and if it was the result of a slicing of a vertex vN−2 on GN−2
then the (N − 2)’nd coordinate of κ′v would be one. In general the i’th coordinate of κ′v is 1 if and only if the
vertex v is the descendant of a vertex which was involved in a slicing in Gi.
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We then reduce the κ′v to obtain κv. Among the vertices that result from the slicing of the same vertex
at stage i only one of them has the i’th coordinate of its label equal to 1 and this vertex is chosen to be the
one which is minimal in the <𝛾 order. As a result the sum of all 1’s in all the labels κv equals 2g + N. The
noncrossing graph GN together with the labeling κv is called the λ-structure associated to the blueprint. In
Figure 11 we display an example of a blueprint for a PK structure and the associated λ-structure.

Figure 11: A PK structure (left), a blue print of it (center) and the associated λ-structure (right).

The blueprint can be reconstructed from GN and the labeling as follows. We glue the set of all vertices v
of GN for which κv|N = 1. This gives us a unicellular map which is the same as GN−1. We label it by setting the
last coordinate of κv to zero if v was not involved in the aforementioned gluing and the sum of the labels of
the glued vertices (sans the last coordinate) otherwise. We can then iterate this process until we obtain G0 of
genus g.

4.2 Folding pseudoknotted structures

The main difficulty in folding PK structures is that, because of the intersections between the arcs a useful
recursion for exhausting these structures (similar to the one given in Section 2.2 for noncrossing structures)
eluded researchers for a long time.

For certain restricted classes of pseudoknots, Polynomial-time dynamic programming (DP) algorithms
can be devised. In contrast to the O(N2) space and O(N3) time solution for simple secondary structures
[51, 79, 83], however, most of these approaches are computationally much more demanding. The design of
pseudoknot folding algorithms thus has been governed more by the need to limit computational cost and
achieve a manageable complexity of the recursion rather than the conscious choice of a particularly natural
search space of RNA structures. The following references provide a list of DP approaches to RNA structure
prediction using different structure classes characterized in terms of recursion equations and/or stochastic
grammars: [1, 9, 13, 19, 21, 36, 42, 44, 47, 58, 63, 76]. The inter-relationships of some of these classes of RNA
structures have been clarified in part by [17] and [65]. In addition to these exact algorithms, a plethora of
heuristic approaches to pseudoknot prediction have been proposed in the literature; see e.g., [15, 49] and the
references therein.

Prior to [59] there had been a few attempts at classifying PK structures for example [27] suggested us-
ing book-embeddings, [34] focused on the maximal set of pairwise crossing base pairs, and [7] based the
classification on topological embeddings. While these classifications have in common that simple secondary
structure forms the most primitive class of structures, they differ already in the construction of the first non-
trivial class of pseudoknots. A workable approach to 3-noncrossing structures requires the enumeration of
an exponentially growing number of diagrams which are then “filled in” by means of DP [33]; a Monte-Carlo
approach utilizing the topological approach with a very simple matching-like energy model was explored by
[77].
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The first polynomial time algorithm for folding a class of PK structures was given in [59]. It relies on an
efficient topological recursion for enumerating PK structures. One considers the shadow of an RNA structure
which is given by removing all unpaired bases and collapsing each set of parallel arcs (called a stack) into
a single arc. The shadow of a structure has the same genus and number of loops as the structure itself. A
shadow is called irreducible if for each two arcs in it there is a sequence ofmutually intersecting arcs from one
to the other. Each shadow can be decomposed into a composition of irreducible pieces by iteratively removing
nested or concatenated components. A shadow is called a 𝛾-structure if all its irreducible components have
genus ≤ 𝛾. It is shown in [59] that there are finitely many irreducible 𝛾 structures for a given 𝛾. It is also shown
that there are exactly four irreducible 1-structures, see Fig. 12.

L MH K

Figure 12: The four irreducible genus one shadows

Then a MCFG, called R1, for decomposing any 1-structure is given [59]. This grammar is as follows.

– Non-terminal S, representing noncrossing secondary structure elements according to the rules given
above.

– Non-terminals I and T, representing an arbitrary 1-structure where I can have genus zero but the genus
of T is positive.

– Non-terminals
−→
X = [X1, X2] with two components used to represent a fragment-pair with nested arcs,

X ∈ {H, K, L,M}.
– Terminals (X, )X denoting the opening and closing of a base pair, respectively, where X is one of the

types H, K, L or M.

Different brackets as well as the different non-terminals of pattern X are used to distinguish nestings of
the various types of shadows. Finally, we specify the production rules of the unambiguous MCFG R1.

I → S|T (7)
S → (S)S| • S|ϵ (8)
T → I(T)S (9)
T → IA1IB1IA2IB2S (10)
T → IA1IB1IA2IC1IB2IC2S (11)
T → IA1IB1IC1IA2IB2IC2S (12)
T → IA1IB1IC1IA2ID1IB2IC2ID2S (13)
−→
X → [(XIX1, X2I)X] | [(X, )X] (14)

Here X ∈ {H, K, L,M} indicates one of the four types of irreducible 1-structures. In the above formulas a pair
of parenthesis indicates a base pair and a bullet is an unpaired base. In words the equations (9)-(13) mean
that an arbitrary 1-structuremay be decomposed into an irreducible 1-structure with other 1-structures nested
under its arcs (but not intersecting them).

It is proved in [59] that any RNA 1-structure can be uniquely decomposed via R1 and any diagram gen-
erated via R1 is a 1-structure. The resulting DP algorithm and software gfold can fold an RNA sequence of
length N in O(N6) time. It is worth noting that there is currently no consensus for the energy contribution of
different types of pseudoknotted structures.

gfold is capable of Boltzmann sampling PK structures as well. Recall that the Boltzmann ensemble [22]
of a given RNA sequence is the probability space of all the structures compatible with it. The central notion
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here is the partition function of an RNA sequence [48]. For a sequence σ it is given by

Q(σ) =
∑︁
S
exp(−E(S, σ)/RT) (15)

where the sum ranges over all the structures S compatible with σ and R, T are the universal gas constant
and the temperature respectively. The probability that σ will fold to a specific structure S is then given by
exp(−E(S, σ)/RT)/Q(σ). In [48] McCaskill observed that the dynamic programming routines folding MFE
structures [48] allows one to compute the partition function of all possible noncrossing structures for a given
sequence. Predictions such as base pairing probabilities are obtained in [29, 30] and are parallelized in [24].
In [20, 74] a statistically valid sampling of secondary structures in the Boltzmann ensemble is derived and is
used to calculate the sampling statistics of structural features. The first algorithm for computing a partition
function that includes PK structures was given in [21]. The advantage of gfold over this algorithm is that it
uses different penalties for different types of irreducible 1-structures.

One reason that Boltzmann sampling is useful is that because of the inaccuracies in the energy parame-
ters in the thermodynamic model, the MFE structure may not coincide with the natural structure to which a
sequence folds. So instead of focusing on the MFE structures one can sample structures from the Boltzmann
ensemble. In the next subsection we will see how fatgraphs can be useful in the closely related method of
inverse sampling.

4.3 Inverse folding of PK structures using fatgraphs

Given a structure S, inverse folding involves finding an RNA sequence σ which folds into S. Inverse folding
is useful for example in designing synthetic noncoding RNA molecules which may be used as drugs or for
regulating gene expression. In this section, after recalling the basics of inverse folding RNA sequences to
noncrossing structures, we outline upcoming work that uses the CFG from subsection 4.1 to inverse fold such
sequences to PK structures.

In this article we use the thermodynamic model for RNA folding so we are looking for a sequence whose
minimum free energy (MFE) structure in the Turner model equals S. Note that due to the fact that a lot of
sequences fold to the same structure, the existence of such σ is not guarantied for all structures S [68]. So one
may weaken the condition on σ to be a sequence whose MFE structure has minimum distance to S, where
distance is measured using some secondary structure metric [50] which can simply be the number of the
bases in which the two structures do not agree. However even this relaxed criterion can be computationally
quite expensive and so the existing algorithms use heuristic methods to find a sequence which is reasonably
close to being the MFE sequence.

The existing algorithms fall into two general categories: local search and global search. Local search
algorithms [30] involve two steps. Given a structure, S, the first step is to find a “suitable” sequence σ0 which
is compatible with S and is usually chosen heuristically so that it does not lie very far from the desired inverse
fold sequence. The second step involves a walk in the sequence space that given a sequence σi (with σ0 as
starting point) finds another σi+1 in the neighborhood of it such that the distance of σi+1’s MFE structure to S
(computed using a secondary structure metric) is smaller than that of σi. The algorithm stops when there is
no such neighbor to be found. (Recall that the neighbors of a sequence are the ones which differ with it only
in one nucleotide i.e. point mutations.)

In the original algorithm for inverse folding RNAInverse [30] the initial sequence σ0 was chosen at ran-
dom. Later in [8] this sequence was taken to be the one which minimizes energy among all compatible pairs
(σ0, S). This is called the MFE sequence. The MFE sequence is a good choice because the inverse fold is ex-
pected to have a low energy w.r.t. S [41, 61]. This sequence can be found in linear time (in the length of S)
using a DP algorithm, due to Busch and Backofen [8].

Themain rule of thumb for computing theMFE sequence of a secondary structure in [8] is that if we know
the MFE sequence of a closed substructure (i.e. one without any arcs exiting it and has an arc between its
outermost bases) for all the six possible assignments of base pairs to its outer arc then for computing theMFE
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sequence of the whole structure we don’t need to know anythingmore about this substructure. The algorithm
starts with computing the energies of the base pairs which are maximally nested under other arcs, for all the
6 possible combinations for each. Having computed the MFE of a substructure Si for all the allowed base as-
signments it then proceeds to compute theMFEs of the substructure Si+1 which is obtained from Si by adding
the base pair which is immediately larger than the largest base pair in Si. If each base pair had only one
predecessor (w.r.t. <) then the time complexity of this algorithmwould be proportional to the number of base
pair times the number of allowed pairs i.e. linear in the length of the structure. However the closing arc of a
multiloop has more than one predecessor and so the time complexity of this algorithmwould be exponential
in the number of loops inside the multiloop. This problem can be resolved by assigning a DP matrix to each
multiloop. This basically means that instead of taking into account all the possible assignments of bases to
the loops in amultiloop, one computes theMFE, for each one and for each assignment of its closing base pair.

The first algorithm for inverse folding pseudoknotted structures was given in [25]. It can find the MFE
sequence for a structure with at most two crossings and it uses a random sequence for the first step. The
difficulty of finding the MFE sequence for a PK structure lies in the fact that up until recently there was no
grammar for decomposing PK structures. Such a grammar was given in [32] and was described in Section 4.1.

In a future work we use this grammar to decompose a given PK structure and then find its MFE sequence.
This procedure is somewhat similar to that of Busch and Backofen but with the CFG from [32] used instead
of the nestedness order to decompose a structure. Once the MFE sequence is found, a stochastic local search
algorithm is used to find the inverse fold. The following is a list of different modules involved in this line of
work.

– The context free grammar of [32]. Given a PK structure S, we pick a blueprint for its associated fatgraph
and using the method of [32] obtain a labeled noncrossing structure (G, κv). Then the grammar from
the aforementioned paper is used to decompose this latter structure into a set of labeled noncrossing
arcs.

– An algorithm for finding the MFE sequence of a PK structure. After performing the above step one can
obtain the MFE sequence for S by finding the minimum free energy sequence for the labeled noncross-
ing structure (G, κv). This is done in a similarmanner to theBusch-Backofenalgorithmdescribedabove.

– A stochastic local search algorithm. This step is very similar to the corresponding steps in [8] and [25]
i.e. starting with the MFE sequence it recursively finds sequences the distance of whose MFE structure
(in base pair metric) is closer and closer to S.

– gfold. The local search step above involves folding the sequence obtained in each step to measure the
distance of its MFE structure with S. Since in our case S is pseudoknotted, we use gfold to fold σ to see
whether its MFE structure is close to S.

Just as in the case of [8] we expect using the MFE sequence instead of a random sequence (as done
in [25]) will dramatically decrease the number of the iterations needed in the stochastic local search step.
This is significant in the light of the fact that folding for PK structures takes much longer time than for the
noncrossing structures considered in [8].

A problem closely related to inverse folding is inverse sampling. Given an RNA secondary structure S
inverse sampling for S involves assigning a probability to each sequence compatible with it. The probability
measures the likelihood of the sequence to fold into S. In [62] and independently in [5] a dual partition func-
tion is assigned to the ensemble of sequences σ compatiblewith a given structure S. (See also [78].) Let E(S, σ)
denote the energy of the pair (S, σ). The dual partition function is given by

Q(S) =
∑︁
σ
exp(−E(S, σ)/RT) (16)

where the sum is over all sequences compatible with S. This partition function, for noncrossing structures,
can be computed using a DP algorithm similar to that for the usual structure-space partition function. Since
probability is in reverse proportionwith energy, theMFE sequence is the onewith the highest probability. This
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means that if we randomly sample sequences compatible with S, the sequence with the highest frequency is
likely to be the MFE sequence.

In [62] this partition function is used to obtain an inverse sampling algorithm for noncrossing RNA struc-
tures. This inverse sampling can be viewed as a global search for theMFE sequence. Another advantage of the
algorithm in [62] is that it can control the number of C-G base pairs in the sampled sequences. In [5] inverse
sampling of noncrossing structures is used to assign a mutual information to a sequence-structure pair. For
a given structure compatible sequences whose mutual information is close to each other are believed to con-
tain similar genetic data. The substructures with fewest inverse samples are where the hidden patterns exist.
The fatgraph driven CFG from [32] makes it possible to extent this paradigm to pseudoknotted structures.

5 Conclusion
In this article we recalled the importance of predicting RNA structure and how the innovative use of fatgraphs
in this realm can help us understand and predict RNA structure better, specially when taking pseudoknotted
structures or non-canonical base pairs into account. Fatgraphs havemore structure than ordinary graphs and
this extra structure enables one to use tools from topology for studying them augmenting the combinatorial
methods.

Classically, when considering only Watson-Crick and wobble base pairs, RNA secondary structures have
been represented by graphs. In this model the backbone is drawn as a horizontal line and base pairs are de-
noted by arcs drawn in the upper half-plane. Later studies [39] show that modeling noncanonical base pairs
between nucleotides requires keeping track of the relative orientations of the strands to which the interact-
ing bases belong. In [39] a nucleotide is modeled as a triangle having two sides (faces). For one side the three
edges of the nucleotide (Watson-Creek, Hoogsteen and sugar) follow counterclockwise, and for the other they
follow clockwise. The graph model of RNA secondary structure is not capable of describing these newly dis-
covered features, while fatgraph model can achieve this easily. Furthermore, cis and trans base pairs can be
represented by untwisted and twisted ribbons respectively in the fatgraph model.

Fatgraphs bring a number of other advantages to the study of RNA. First of all the genus of fatgraphs can
be used to filter and classify PK structures. Classifying RNA structures including pseudoknots by topological
genus was studied in [6, 52, 59]. Although there are a lot of different classification schemes for pseudoknots,
the fatgraph model seems to be the best of them. For one thing there are a finite number of shapes for any
given genus [59] (see Section 4.2) and also adding parallel arcs does not increase genus. Thismakes biological
sense since adding parallel arcs only increases the size of a helix and does not increase the complexity of the
structure. For another reason, in the fatgraph model, various loops to which a structure is decomposed in
the nearest neighbor thermodynamic model [46], naturally correspond to the boundary components of the
fatgraph associated to the structure.

The use of fatgraphs alsomakes it possible to effectively decomposemore complicated PK structures into
simpler ones as exemplified by the CFG from [32] (Section 4.1). In that paper amethod is developed to transfer
a PK structure into a labeled secondary structure, called a λ-structure. This method gives us the first context-
free grammar for PK structures. One future application of this grammar is in inverse folding RNA structures.
That is to find a sequence which folds to a given structure. This problem arises for example in designing new
drugs or gene regulators [30]. If the given structure is noncrossing, one approach is studied in [30] and refined
in [8]. It consists of two parts. One first finds a sequence σ0 which is compatible with the given structure and
in the second step one uses a stochastic local search algorithm to find sequences σi which fold closer and
closer to the desired structure. The second step involves folding each individual σi and so is time consuming.
Therefore it was shown in [8] that if instead of picking σ0 at random as in [30], one uses the minimum free
energy sequence for the structure, the number of iterations is reduced significantly.

Despite their importance in biological processes [37, 43, 72], there has been no efficient algorithm for
inverse folding pseudoknotted RNA structures. The only existing algorithmwas given in [25] and it uses a two
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step method similar to [30] with a random sequence as the seed. Since folding sequences to PK structures
is much more time consuming [59], if we can reduce the number of iterations in the second step by finding
the MFE sequence of a PK structure, it will improve the inverse folding algorithm dramatically. The fatgraph
model for RNA and specifically the CFG in [32] (Section 4.1) makes it possible to effectively decompose the
λ-structure associated to a PK structure to find the MFE sequence. Using this method we can also extend the
results in [5] which samples sequences for a given secondary structure to include PK structures.
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